5 ways your
network can give
you more security
Choose a network built on security,
with the agility to support innovation.
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Right person, right place, right time
Are you prepared to stop unexpected activity in its tracks? Cisco® Digital
Network Architecture (DNA) simplifies the provisioning of network access
to accelerate security operations and consistently enforce policy. Make sure
you’re ready to stop network threats and meet compliance goals more easily.
CISCO TRUSTSEC® >

SECURITY IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES >
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Because sophisticated attackers often lurk undetected in the network interior,
continuous monitoring is critical to network safety. Go beyond conventional threat
detection and harness the power of network analytics. Embed security anomaly
detection throughout the network, so you can uncover and stop attacks that
bypass the perimeter.

Cisco Stealthwatch
is the 2016
CODiE winner for
best network
security solution.
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Should that be happening?

CISCO STEALTHWATCH® >

NETWORK AS A SENSOR >

Who goes where?
Software-defined security policies help simplify access control and
maintain regulatory compliance and policy segmentation. When you
dynamically control network access across wired, wireless, and VPN
connections, your network can assess vulnerabilities and apply threat
intelligence to reduce risks and contain suspicious devices.
CISCO IDENTITY SERVICES ENGINE (ISE) >

NETWORK AS AN ENFORCER >

— Roman Scarabot-Mueller, head of infrastructure,

CISCO RAPID THREAT CONTAINMENT >
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Organizations using
Cisco TrustSec reported a
reduction in operational
costs ranging from

25–80%

*

“”

The Cisco solution
gives us a very precise way …
to identify who is trying
to access what.
Mondi Group International

Secure your branches
With Intelligent WAN, you can protect your extended network with the same
encryption, visibility, and ease of management as your campus. Get secure
connectivity and threat defense by taking advantage of VPN, firewall,
network segmentation encryption techniques, and threat defense capabilities.
Cisco DNA ensures that your branches get the security they need.
CISCO INTELLIGENT WAN (IWAN) >
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Keep one step ahead
It’s easier than ever to fortify your network. Reduce the time you
spend figuring out what security solutions to purchase, deploy, and
integrate. Cisco ONE™ for Advanced Security provides predefined
sets of key security products and services.
CISCO ONE FOR ADVANCED SECURITY >

CISCO SOFTWARE SUPPORT SERVICES >

*The Total Economic Impact of Cisco TrustSec, Forrester, Sept. 2016
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